
Madeleine, Female, 8 years old, White British/AfroCaribbean mixed race 
 
      Dressing up 
 
1 Madeleine:  since I was little yeah  
2   I had an afro  
3   it was a small afro yeah <Ben laughs>  
4   and yeah and I used to like wear..  
5   you know this yeah?  
6   I used to yeah  
7   no but it was like a little cloth thing [Arfaan: yeah]  
8   and I always used to tie it  
9   I used to go "mm" like that  
10   and I used to pose  
11   and always used to go "<sound effect>." like that at my mum 
12   yeah  
13   and she always let me wear her makeup  
14   but she had this kinda brownish one  
15   you know that? [Arfaan: yeah] yeah with the leaf on it.  
16   it'll be like that kinda colour     
17 Interviewer: oh right okay wow     
18 Madeleine  of brown  
19   and I and I always used to wear it  
20   and put on little bits of brown blusher  
21   and I always used to go "<sound effect>" like that  
22   and mum and my mum always said that I'm an angel [Arfaan: 
23   yeah]  
24   and I put glitter in my hair [Arfaan: oh wow]  
25   and it was really shiny [Ben: aargh]  
26   and I used to dress up as a pop star  
27 Int:   as a /pop star?/  
28 Madeleine:         /I mean/ not a pop star a punk  
29    yeah  
30   and I always used to wear punk things  
31   and punk earrings  
32 Int:   did you really? 
33 Madeleine:  and all that  
34   and I always used to pose  
35   and I always used to stand up  
36   and I used to go like that <gesture> <Interviewer laughs>  
37   and my mum always said "sit down"  
38   and I and I sat down  
39   and I went <stamps feet> <Interviewer laughs>  
40   cos I was bored  
41 Int:   you were bored  
42 Madeleine:  and she said "well not like that"  
43   and then I went  
44   /and then . and then/ 
45 Int:   /oops care. it’s come off/ <referring to the microphone which 
46   came unclipped>  



47 Madeleine:  I stood on the chair yeah  
48   and I kept on going like that <gesture>   
49 Int:   yeah. yeah <laughs>     
50 Madeleine:  cos I'm not really bothered to do it. yeah  
51   and then erm everytime my mum said "sit down and do a pose" 
52   I always used I always used to sit down  
53   and I always used to do that <gesture> <Arfaan laughs>  
54   and my mum said "is that a punk thing?"  
55   and I was like "alright?"    
56 Int:   alright <laughs>    
57   and and she actually took a picture of /that/ 
58 Int:                                                               /ah did/ she take a  
59   picture? /wow/     
60 Madeleine:                /yeah/  
61   and it was stuck on my wall  
62   and when (name) came round to look at it  
63   she was like "puh what's that man?"  
64   and then said "why didn't you. watch me take a picture of you" 
65   and then she put on the same makeup 
66   and she put on the same clothes  
67   and she was like  <gesture> <Arfaan laughs> 
68   and I took a picture of her yeah  
69   but but her face was all smudged   
70   /cos she was/ 
71 Int:   /smudged/  
72 Madeleine:  yeah cos she was too back  
73   and she looked like she was that small  
74 Int:   small /tiny/ 
75 Madeleine:           /yeah but/ I was like three years old innit 


